A setup of satellite ranging based on phsical random sequence is demonstrated, which has absolute security in information transmission because of the random property of the physical sequence. Using true random sequence replacing pesudo random sequence, synchronization technology is vital important for transmitted information demodulation, despreading and decryption. Based on the pricinple of telemetry tracking and controlling system and unique properties of the phsical random sequence generating device named weakly coupled GaAs/Ga 0.55 Al 0.45 As superlattices, a combined synchronization control system is designed, which combined the out reference clock synchronization with the chaotic synchronization. Moreover, a ranging system based on noncoherent physical random sequence spread spectrum method is investigated in detail, which is an important part of the satellite tracking and controlling system.
Introduction
An all-electronic physical random number generator that can generate random number up to 80 Gbit/s at room temperature was demonstrated in recent years, which has important potential applications in information security of satellite telemetry tracking and controlling (TT&C) area [1] . In reality, most random numbers used in computer programs are pseudo-random, which means they are generated in a predictable fashion using a mathematical formula [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . This is fine for many purposes and is enough to use in many area, but it may not be random enough in normal information secure [7] [8] [9] [10] . Ranging system is an important part of the satellite tracking and controlling system that is an information channel between the satellite and ground station opening a window to ensure the satellite being in accordance with the expected orbit and attitude. At present, generally radio wave is used for ranging in TT&C. There are four major type methods named pulse radar ranging, pure side tone ranging, pseudo code ranging and sound code mixed ranging, which are very mature. However, if true random sequence replaced pesudo random sequence for spreading and encryption, the system referring time synchroniztion should be redesigned no matter coherent or noncoherent random sequence ranging methods being used. In this manuscript, the theories of random sequence encrypttion and ranging are firstly investigated. Then, information exchange between satellite and ground station model is designed. At last, a combined synchronization control system is designed, which combined the out reference clock synchronization with the chaotic synchronization.
Theory Analyses
Encryption target is to decrease the relation between the plaintext and the ciphertext through nonlinear operations and a random number sequences, which can be designed by using chaotic systems or based on fractal shapes [11] [12] [13] . Symmetric encryption algorithms can be classified into stream ciphers and block ciphers where the image-pixels are encrypted one-by-one in stream ciphers and using blocks of bits in block ciphers. Although block ciphers require more hardware and memory, their performance is generally superior to stream ciphers since they have a permutation phase as well International Conference on Education, Management and Computer Science (ICEMC 2016) as a substitution phase. As suggested by Shannon, plaintext should be processed by two main substitution and permutation phases to accomplish the confusion and diffusion properties [14] . Here we just give the basical theory analysis for its simplicity. Processes of encryption and decription of both ground station and satellite shown in Fig. 1 have the same caculting method.
At the ground station, the physical random binary bit number can be as following.
The information that should be transmitted to satellites can be written as the following expression.
If parameter i equals to j , at the ground station, the information can be encryted based on the simple key stream encryption method, which has the form as follows.
up S is the encrypted information up to the satellites, which has the same random characteristic with the physical random binary bit number X according to the properties of exclusive or operation.
On the satellite, the key number is actual the physical random binary bit number X . But there is a time delay  . So the information after data processing by the satellite can be written as follows.
If  is zero, it is easy to obtain the information based on formula (4). Figure 1 . Schematic of information transfer between ground station and satellites By the analysis above, it is not difficult to find that the key process of obtaining information is the delay controlling, which will be detailed analyzed later.
SY 
The radio ranging technology is based the theory basic that radio wave travels in straight line at a constant speed in space. Satellite ground station transmits a particular ranging signal, which is turning around or regenerated by satellite back to the ground station. As long as the time T is abtained, the satellite distance can be caculated according to the radio wave propagation velocity that is generally marked as c.
It should be indicated that the time T not only includes the time light passing through the space but also the delays including ground station device signal processing time delay and satellite device signal processing time delay.
System Designations
The initial signal of semiconductor weakly coupled superlattices is only analog signal, which should be furtherly dealt with by analog-digital converting and differencing to obtain a binary physical bitstream numbers. The syetem needs two semeconductors to generate random sequence used as encrytion keys as shown in Fig. 2 . Figure 2 . Schematic of information exchange between satellite and ground station Ciphertext is obtained by encryption the plaintext with random sequence generated by semeconductor superlattice after binary digital processing. Then, the ciphertext is tansmitted to the satellite through uplink channel after up-conversion. On the satellite the received chiphertext is dencrypted by the random sequence generated by semeconductor superlattice. The plaintext is obtained on the satellite. Then the processor on the satellite regenerates another ciphertext that is similar to the process on the ground, so we no longer give detailed description.
It is easy to find that the random seauence generators both on ground station and satellite should be in sychronization, which is very important for the system. The synchronisation scheme is shown is Fig.  3 The left part shows the ground station sub system and the right part shows the satellite sub system. During each part, the synchronization including semeconductor superlattice, encrytion module, binary digital processing module and decryption module should be insured. Out clock can effectively afford time synchonization for each part of the system. However, there are two metods for the two semeconductors. One is the out reference clock and the other one is to use the seed key control module synchonization, which is the inherent property of the semeconductor superlattice seeing reference [1] .
Conclusions
In this manuscript, a setup of satellite ranging based on phsical random sequence is demonstrated, which has absolute security in information transmission because of the random property of the physical sequence. Using true random sequence replacing pesudo random sequence, synchronization technology is vital important for transmitted information demodulation, despreading and decryption. The theories of random sequence encrypttion and ranging are firstly investigated. Then, information exchange between satellite and ground station model is designed. At last, a combined synchronization control system is designed, which combined the out reference clock synchronization with the chaotic synchronization. The designations have great significance in the information secure and ultra high speed information transmission in the future telemetry tracking and controlling system.
